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The 70% saving has been calculated from comparing Advance Single ticket costs to 
the corresponding Any Permitted (or valid equivalent) Anytime Single ticket costs 
across 4,870 different journeys around the CrossCountry network. 
 

 The savings statement used within our Marketing and PR relates to buying tickets in 
advance rather than on the day of travel. 

 We compared 4,870 flows with Standard Class XC Only Advance fares. 

 Two categories were compared; Advance and Anytime Single. Advance tickets can 
be purchased for a specific train (up to 23:59 the day before travel) at a specific time 
and are only transferable to an alternate train or time if an additional fee is paid.  
Anytime Single tickets can be used on any valid train at any time. 

 This comparison does not include ‘Advance Purchase on the Day’ tickets (ticket 
types MIS, MIA, MJS, MIB & MMS). 

 Leisure Advance tickets are priced in five tiers; MAS, MBS, MCS, MDS and MES. 
This terminology is used throughout the National fares system. This follows a “ladder” 
structure in which MAS are the highest priced and MES the lowest. 

 Trains are generally open for reservation of these ticket types up to twelve weeks 
before departure. All advance purchase ticket types are subject to availability. 

 Fares are valid from 3rd September 2017 to 1st January 2018. 

 CrossCountry release a mix of MAS to MES tickets.  We opted to use the mid-level 
MCS category for the purpose of this calculation. On the dates each communication 
goes live, a read of availability of MAS to MES will be taken to show availability. 

 Savings have been calculated on each flow by deducting the MCS fare from the 
relevant Anytime fare (which must be valid on our services), and converting to a 
percentage saving. 

 An average was then taken across all 4,870 potential savings, which gives an overall 
average saving of 70.9% for the MCS tier. 
 

 The disclaimer will say;  
*Applies to CrossCountry journeys only. Average saving calculated by comparing Advance 
standard single ticket prices, purchased before the day of travel, for 4,870 CrossCountry 
journeys, to the equivalent price of an Anytime standard single ticket valid on our services. 
Advance fares are subject to availability, terms and conditions apply. Please see website 
for full details. 

 
Note: In a number of instances, the Any Permitted flow might not be the most 
appropriate flow to make our comparison. For example, for a journey from Oxford to 
Birmingham, there might be two available routes with applicable fares; Any Permitted 
or via Banbury. To be fair to the customer, a further comparison has been made 
against fares on the (usually cheaper) geographic route if there is one. 
 

 We compared 4,858 flows with Standard Class XC Only Advance fares. 

 Following the same method above, savings have been calculated on each flow by 
deducting the MCS fare from the relevant Anytime fare (which must be valid on our 
services), and converting to a percentage saving. 

 An average was then taken across all 4,858 potential savings, which gives an overall 
average saving of 70.1% for the MCS tier. 

 


